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Tensor network theory and quantum simulation are respectively the key classical and quantum
methods in understanding many-body quantum physics. Here we show hybridization of these two
seemingly independent methods, inheriting both their distinct advantageous features of efficient
representations of many-body wave functions. We introduce the framework of hybrid tensor networks
with building blocks consisting of measurable quantum states and classically contractable tensors.
As an example, we demonstrate efficient quantum simulation with hybrid tree tensor networks that
use quantum hardware whose size is significantly smaller than the one of the target system. We
numerically test our method for finding the ground state of 1D and 2D spin systems of up to 8× 8
and 4× 3 qubits with operations only acting on 8 + 1 and 4 + 1 qubits, respectively. Our approach
paves the way to the near-term quantum simulation of large practical problems with intermediate
size quantum hardware, with potential applications in quantum chemistry, quantum many-body
physics, quantum field theory, and quantum gravity thought experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

The major challenge in studying many-body quantum
systems stems from the hardness of efficient representa-
tion of the wave function, whose dimension in principle
scales exponentially to the system size. Among all mod-
ern classical approaches, the tensor network theory origi-
nated from the density matrix renormalization group for
1D Hamiltonians [1, 2], has now become one of the key
methods in understanding both static and dynamic prop-
erties of many-body quantum physics [3]. The tensor
network theory relies on an efficient classical description
or compression of many-body entanglement with a net-
work consisting of low-rank tensors. Despite its notable
success in various problems, the tensor network theory
may become inadequate for general strongly interacting
systems that do not admit an efficient tensor network
description.

This motivates an alternative approach of quantum
simulation, as initially proposed by Feynman, which
uses controlled quantum hardware to represent the tar-
get quantum system naturally [4]. A quantum com-
puter can efficiently represent complex many-body en-
tanglement and may solve strongly interacting systems,
such as quantum chemistry problems or the 2D Hub-
bard model [5, 6]. Although, realizing universal quantum
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computers remains a major challenge to current technol-
ogy [7]. A more realistic scenario is to consider the noisy
intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) era, where we apply
a shallow circuit on a limited number of noisy qubits [8].
However, the power of NISQ devices is limited, and they
may become incapable of solving problems requiring large
numbers of qubits or deep circuits.

Here we study a hybrid approach that combines ten-
sor network theory and quantum simulation. We intro-
duce a framework of the hybrid tensor network consisting
of classical low-rank tensors and many-body quantum
states. By leveraging the ability of tensor networks in
the efficient classical representation of quantum states,
we thus extend the power of NISQ devices in describing
large complex quantum systems with a small quantum
processor. Similar task-specific schemes have been stud-
ied for hybrid chemistry computation that goes beyond
the active-space approximation without extra quantum
resources [9], and for 1D systems via the concatenation
of quantum states to a matrix product state [10]. Our re-
sult, on the one hand, gives a unified framework for these
existing task tailored schemes; Yet, more importantly, it
provides the basis for general hybrid classical-quantum
representation of many-body wave functions that may
be applicable to general problems.

While the mathematical definition of the hybrid ten-
sor network is consistent with that of conventional tensor
network theories, tensor contractions are operationally
realized in different ways depending on whether the ten-
sor is a classical tensor or a quantum state. By showing
how to obtain expectation values of local observables, we
apply the hybrid tensor network in studying static and
dynamic problems of quantum systems [11, 12]. With the
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FIG. 1. Tensor network representation of quantum states and tensor contractions. (a) A general n-partite quantum state can
be regarded as a rank-n tensor. (b) We add a classical index to an n-partite quantum state to generate a rank-(n+ 1) tensor
with n indices representing n quantum systems and 1 classical index. With a quantum circuit, it is equivalent to preparing
different states |ψi〉 = U i |i〉 with (b1) different unitary operations as |ψi〉 = U i |0̄〉 or (b2) simply the same unitary but different
initial states as |ψi〉 = U |0̄i〉. (c, d) Tensor contractions between a quantum tensor and a classical tensor. (e, f, g) Tensor
contractions between two quantum tensors. (c, e) The contracted index of both tensors corresponds to a classical index. (d,
f) The contracted index corresponds to a classical index for one tensor and a quantum index for another tensor. (g) The
contracted index of both tensors corresponds to a quantum index. The tensor Π is equivalent to a projective measurement∑
i=i′ |i〉 〈i| ⊗ |i

′〉 〈i′|.

example of hybrid tree tensor networks, we show how to
use a small quantum processor for efficiently representing
large quantum systems. We numerically test our method
by finding ground states of a 1D spin cluster with up to
8× 8 qubits and a 2D spin web with up to 4× 3 qubits,
with quantum processors on 8+1 qubits and 4+1 qubits,
respectively. We discuss the application of our result in
chemistry, condensed matter physics, quantum field the-
ory, and quantum gravity, and conclude the outlook for
near-term quantum simulations.

II. HYBRID TENSOR NETWORK

A. Framework

We first introduce the basic framework of the hybrid
tensor network. We focus on qubits, and the results can
be straightforwardly generalized to higher dimensions. A
rank-n tensor, when regarded as a multi-dimension array,
can be represented as Tj1,j2,...,jn with n indices. The am-
plitude of an n-partite quantum state can be interpreted
as a rank-n tensor in the computational basis,

|ψ〉 =
∑

j1,j2,...,jn

ψj1,j2,...,jn |j1〉 |j2〉 . . . |jn〉 , (1)

which has degrees of freedom that are exponential to n.
A classical tensor network consists of low-rank tensors,
and it can efficiently describe physical states that lie in
a small subset of the whole Hilbert space. For example,
a matrix product state (MPS) [13] is defined by

|ψ〉 =
∑
j1···jn

Tr[Aj1 . . . Ajn ] |j1 . . . jn〉 , (2)

and it consists of rank-3 tensors with the dimension of
each matrix Ajk , i.e., the bond dimension χ, being a
small number. Suppose the state is an n-qubit state, the
MPS representation thus compresses the dimension from
O(2n) to O(nχ2).

Contrary to a classical tensor network, a quantum state
|ψ〉 can be naturally represented with a quantum com-
puter by applying a unitary circuit U to an n-qubit initial
state |0̄〉 as |ψ〉 = U |0̄〉. The circuit generally consists of
a sequence of parameterized single and two-qubit gates,
which can be adjusted to produce different output states.
As shown in Fig. 1(a), we regard the quantum state |ψ〉
as a rank-n tensor. With the state shown in Eq. (1), the
n indices correspond to the computational basis of each
system. In addition, we can add a classical index i to the
n-qubit state to form a rank-(n+ 1) tensor. As shown in
Fig. 1(b), suppose the dimension of the classical index is
χ, the rank-(n+ 1) tensor represents χ numbers of quan-
tum states {|ψi〉}. These states can be obtained from
applying different circuits Ui to the same initial state as
|ψi〉 = U i |0̄〉, or simply the same unitary U to different
initial states as |ψi〉 = U |0̄i〉.

In this work, we regard low-rank tensors as classical
tensors and quantum states as quantum tensors. We de-
fine a hybrid tensor network as a network constructed by
connecting both classical and quantum tensors. To dis-
tinguish quantum and classical tensors, we put indices
corresponding to classical labels and quantum bases to
the superscript and subscript of the tensor, respectively.
For example, the tensor Ai1,i2 represents a classical ten-
sor with two classical indices and ψij1,j2,...,jn represents
a set of quantum states with one classical index and n
bases. Two tensors, being either classical or quantum,
are connected by following the conventional contraction
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FIG. 2. Measuring expectation values of a quantum tensor. (a) Consider a rank-(n+ 1) quantum tensor, which could be either
an n-partite quantum state with a classical index i or an (n + 1)-partite quantum state with a quantum basis index i. The

expectation value of the n quantum systems gives a hermitian observable M i′,i = 〈ψi
′
|O1 ⊗ O2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ On |ψi〉 on the open

indices. Each element M i′,i can be measured with a quantum circuit of (b), (c), or (d). (b) Suppose the index i is classical

and |ψi〉 = U i |0̄〉, we choose U1 = U i, U2 = U i
′
(U i)†, and UM to be the unitary that rotates the eigenstates of the observables

to the computational basis. We get each M i′,i by measuring the ancillary qubit in the X, Y , Z bases and the other n qubits
in the the computational Z basis. (c) Suppose the index i is classical and |ψi〉 = U |0̄i〉, we use U1 to prepare four input states

|0̄i〉 , |0̄i
′
〉 , (|0̄i〉+ |0̄i

′
〉)/
√

2, (|0̄i〉+ i |0̄i
′
〉)/
√

2 and each M i′,i corresponds to a linear combination of the measurement results.
(d) Suppose the index i is quantum, after applying the unitary U for preparing the state |ψ〉 = U |0̄〉, we measure n qubits in
the computational basis and the qubit with index i in the Pauli X, Y , and Z bases. (e) Tensor contraction can have different
orders. With a rank-(n+ 1) quantum tensor connected to a classical tensor, we can either (e1) first calculate the expectation
value of the classical tensor and then measure the (n + 1)-partite quantum state or (e2) first measure the n systems via (d)
and then do classical tensor contraction.

rule of tensor networks, such as Ci1,i3 =
∑
i2
Ai1,i2Bi2,i3 .

Depending on whether the tensor and the contracted
index is classical or quantum, we list the five cases in
Fig. 1(c)-(g). For example, in Fig. 1(c), we contract
the classical index i1 between a quantum tensor ψi1...
and a classical tensor αi1,i2 , producing a new tensor
ψ̃i2... =

∑
i1
αi1,i2ψi1.... Here we use ... as a short for the sub-

scripts of a quantum tensor. When the contracted index
corresponds to a quantum basis of ψi1,..., its contraction

with αi1,i2 is similarly defined as ψ̃i2... =
∑
i1
αi1,i2ψi1,....

Even though the contraction rules between Fig. 1(c) and
(d) are mathematically similar, they correspond to dif-
ferent cases when considering the contraction of the re-
maining indices. The major difference originates from
different ways of contracting the indices of quantum and
classical tensors. As we shortly discuss, when calculat-
ing expectation values of local observables, the indices
of quantum tensors are contracted via a measurement on
the quantum state, whereas indices of classical tensors are
always contracted via matrix multiplication. Therefore,
when connecting a quantum index and a classical index,
whether the index is contracted via a measurement or
matrix multiplication will lead to a difference.

Similarly, when connecting two quantum tensors, there
are three cases with the two contracted indices having
0, 1, and 2 quantum indices, as shown in Fig. 1(e),
(f), and (g), respectively. The cases of (e) and (f)
are similar to (c) and (d). Case (g) can be equiva-
lently understood as applying a projective measurement
Π =

∑
i=i′ |i〉 〈i| ⊗ |i′〉 〈i′| on the connected two qubits.

Since the measurement probability could be less than 1,
the probability for connecting r times of two quantum
indices decays exponentially with r. We can thus only

have a constant number r of contraction between two
quantum indices. We also refer to the Appendix for a
quantum state interpretation of these five cases.

B. Calculating expectation values of local
observables

Next, we show how to calculate the expectation values
of local observables on a hybrid tensor network state. We
first show the basic rules for simple classical and quantum
tensors. For classical tensors, the expectation value is
calculated in the same way as tensor contraction. For
quantum tensors, the expectation value is obtained by
measuring the quantum state. As shown in Fig. 2(a),
we consider the expectation values on the n systems of
a rank-(n + 1) quantum tensor. By measuring the n

systems, it gives a new rank-2 tensor M i′,i with two open
indices i and i′. When the open indices are classical, we
can measure each element M i′,i via quantum circuits in
Fig. 2(b) or (c) depending on how the tensor is defined.
When the open indices correspond to bases of quantum
states, we measure M i′,i via Fig. 2(d). In particular, we
need to measure the expectation values of the contracted
n systems and the system with open indices in the three
Pauli bases. We refer to the Appendix for details.

When calculating the expectation values of a general
hybrid tensor network, we can follow the basic rules for
each tensor. However, similar to the case of conven-
tional tensor networks, different orders of tensor contrac-
tion could lead to different complexities. We consider
an example of a simple tensor network of Fig. 1(d) by
connecting an (n+ 1)-partite quantum state to a rank-2
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FIG. 3. Hybrid quantum-classical tensor network. (a) An example of tree structure. (b) We extend the power of the quantum
tensor by adding a classical tensor. (c) We combine a quantum tensor and a classical tensor network to represent a state in
a larger Hilbert space. (d) We use a classical tensor to connect two quantum tensors. (e) Generalization of (d) with multiple
subsystems. (f) We use classical tensors to represent local correlation and a quantum tensor to represent correlations between
subsystems. (g) A quantum-quantum network. The indices connecting the first and the second layers are quantum for nodes
from the first layer and classical for nodes from the second layer.

classical tensor. We consider the expectation value of the
(n+1)-partite quantum state of the network, as shown in
Fig. 2(e). It can be obtained by either firstly contracting
the classical tensor and then measure the (n+ 1)-partite
quantum state as in Fig. 2(e1); or firstly measuring the
n-partite state and then contract the classical tensor as
in Fig. 2(e2). Suppose we neglect the classical compu-
tation cost, Fig. 2(e1) only requires a single measure-
ment (with M repeated samples) on the quantum state,
whereas Fig. 2(e1) needs three measurements (with 3M
samples). For a general hybrid tensor network, we thus
also need to optimize the order of tensor contraction.

III. HYBRID TREE TENSOR NETWORK

Similar to the case of conventional tensor networks,
the contraction of a general-structured hybrid tensor net-
work may have complexity that is exponential to the sys-
tem size. It explains why existing tensor network the-
ories focus on tensor networks with specific structures,
including 1D matrix product states (MPS) [14–16], 2D
projected entangled pair states (PEPS) [17], tree ten-
sor networks (TTN) [18], multiscale entanglement renor-
malization ansatz (MERA) [19], etc. Here we consider
hybrid tensor networks with a tree structure, as shown
in Fig. 3(a), which generally admits an efficient tensor
contraction. The basic idea is to use either a quantum
tensor or a classical tensor as nodes that form a tree
structure. The classical tensor can be either a low-rank
tensor or any efficiently contractable classical tensor net-
work. Quantum tensors are tensors of quantum states
possibly associated with a constant number of classical
indices.

We give several examples of hybrid TTN in Fig. 3 with
trees whose depth is at most two. With a simple tree,
we can connect a classical tensor to a quantum tensor, so
that it either extends the state subspace, as in Fig. 3(b),

or represents virtual qubits as in Fig. 3(c). In particu-
lar, denoting the classical tensor to be αi, the network
in Fig. 3(b) describes a subspace {|ψ〉 =

∑
i α

i |ψi〉},
which, when applied in quantum simulation, is a gen-
eralization of the subspace expansion method that has
been widely used for several tasks, including finding ex-
cited energy spectra [20], error mitigation [21], and error
correction [22]. In Fig. 3(c), the classical tensor is further
used to represent virtual qubits beyond the ones repre-
sented by the quantum state. This corresponds to the
scenario where the quantum state is only used to repre-
sent the active space of the problem, whose other virtual
space is approximated by a classical tensor as in quantum
chemistry simulation [9]. The tensor network in Fig. 3(d)
describes two subsystems, with each one represented by
a quantum state and their weak interaction represented
by a classical tensor, corresponding to a similar scenario
considered in Ref. [10]. Its generalization to multiple sub-
systems is given in Fig. 3(e), where entanglements of lo-
cal subsystems are described by quantum states, and the
correlation between local subsystems is described classi-
cally. Such a hybrid tensor network may be useful for
describing weakly coupled subsystems, such as the corre-
lation between electrons and nucleus of molecules beyond
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation [23]. We can also
use classical tensors to represent local correlations and a
quantum tensor to represent the non-local correlation, as
shown in Fig. 3(f). Here we use a small classical tensor to
represent the local correlation, which can be understood
as an effective renormalization procedure. When a large
classical tensor network is used for the local subsystem,
it may also be useful for studying topological order with
long-range entanglement [24, 25]. Note that we use the
MPS as the example, and other classical tensor networks
such as MERA can be similarly used. In addition to
representing either local correlations or non-local corre-
lations with classical tensors, we can also represent both
of them with quantum states, as shown in Fig. 3(g). Here
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FIG. 4. An example for calculating expectation values of a
hybrid TTN. Considering a hybrid TTN of Fig. 3(g), the ex-
pectation value of local observables ⊗ki=1⊗nj=1O

i
j corresponds

to tensor contraction of (a). We first calculate the observable

M i′s,is for each tensor on the second layer as (b) with quantum
circuits shown in Fig. 2(b,c). Then tensor contraction of (a)
reduces to the contraction of (c), which corresponds to a quan-
tum circuit representation in (d) that prepares the state |ψ〉
with |ψ〉 = U |0̄〉 and measures the observables M1⊗· · ·⊗Mk.

the contracted indices of the second layer quantum ten-
sors are classical, and we show in Fig. 4 that expectation
values of local observables can be efficiently obtained.

A general hybrid TTN can have an arbitrary tree struc-
ture, with each node being either a classical or quantum
tensor. For a tree with maximal depth D and maximal
degree g, the cost for measuring local observables of a
hybrid TTN scales as O(gD−1). While the hybrid TTN
represents a system of N = O(gD−1) qubits, the cost is
also linear to the system size N . For the entanglement
properties of hybrid TTN, it can represent entanglement
beyond the area law with long-range correlation. We re-
fer to the Appendix for details. Since the hybrid TTN
represents a large set of quantum states and admits effi-
cient calculation of local observables, it can be applied as
the ansatz for variational quantum simulation algorithms
for solving static and dynamic problems of many-body
quantum systems.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Now we numerically test variational quantum simula-
tion with hybrid tensor networks. We consider finding
ground states of the 1D spin cluster and 2D spin web
systems with nearest-neighbor interactions and external

fields, as shown in Fig. 5(a). For the 1D spin cluster, we
regard each adjacent n = 8 qubits as a subsystem and
consider k = 2, 3, . . . , 8 subsystems with n × k qubits.
The total Hamiltonian is

H =

k∑
j=1

Hj + λHint, (3)

where the Hamiltonian Hj of the jth subsystem and the
interaction Hint between the subsystems are

Hj =

7∑
i=1

fẐ8j+iẐ8j+i+1 +

8∑
i=1

(
gX̂8j+i + hẐ8j+i

)
,

Hint =

k−1∑
j=1

fjẐ8jẐ8j+1,

with Xi and Zi being Pauli operators acting on the ith
qubit, and λ being a parameter for tuning the interaction
strength. We also consider a system of spins on a 2D n×k
web with n = 4 and k = 3. We group each 4 qubits in
the same row as a subsystem and the total Hamiltonian
is represented as Eq. (3) with

Hj =

3∑
i=1

fẐj,iẐj,i+1 +

8∑
i=1

(
gX̂j,i + hẐj,i

)
,

Hint =

k−1∑
j=1

4∑
i=1

fj,iẐj,iẐj+1,i

where Xj,i and Zj,i are Pauli operators acting on cite
(j, i). In the simulation, we assume that interactions
in each subsystem are identical with f = 1, while in-
teractions between subsystems {fj} or {fj,i} are gener-
ated randomly from [0, 1]. The parameters of the ex-
ternal fields are set to be h = 0.318 and g = 0.5. The
Hamiltonians are similar to some toy models representing
certain features of holographic bulk in the 2 + 1 dimen-
sion [26], and we refer to the Appendix for further discus-
sions. Moreover, the model captures some properties of
charged black holes. For instance, the Penrose diagram
of the Reissner-Nordström or the Kerr black hole in four
dimensions is a chain of black or white holes, old or new
universes, while quantum information might be propa-
gating among different patches of the spacetime (see, for
instance, [27]).

Here, we use the hybrid TTN of Fig. 3(g) to be the
ansatz and variationally change the parameters to ap-
proximate the ground state. For the hybrid TTN in
Fig. 3(g), suppose the quantum state of the first layer

is generated as |ψ〉 = V (~θ0) |0̄0〉 =
∑
αi1,...,ik |i1, . . . , ik〉

and the quantum states of the jth subsystem of the sec-

ond layer are |ψijj (~θj)〉 = U(~θj) |0̄ij 〉. The circuits of V
and U are the hardware efficient ansätze, as shown in
Fig. 5(b) with initial states |0̄ij 〉 = |ij〉⊗n with ij ∈ {0, 1}
and the number of qubits of the subsystem n. The hybrid
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FIG. 5. Numerical set-up and simulation results for 1D and 2D correlated quantum systems with hybrid TTN. (a) Sketch for
the 1D spin cluster and 2D spin web with nearest-neighbor correlations. We group 8 adjacent qubits and 4 horizontal qubits
as subsystems for the 1D and 2D systems, respectively. The couplings of particles in each subsystem are identical with f = 1,
and the couplings between subsystems are generated randomly from [0, 1] multiplied by a tunable parameter λ. (b) The ansatz
circuit for the quantum tensors in Fig. 3(g). The circuits share similar structures with d repetitions of the circuits in the dashed
box. Here, Rα (α ∈ {X,Y, Z}) represents single qubit rotation around the α axis and the two qubit gate is RZZ(θi) = e−iθiZ⊗Z .
The rotation angle (parameter) for each gate is initialized from a small random value and updated in each variational cycle.
In the simulation, the circuit depths for V (first layer tensor) and U (second layer tensor) are set to be d(U) = 8, d(V ) = 4.
The additional unitary M is inserted at the 1st and [d/2 + 1]th block. (c)-(f) shows the numerical simulation result of the
ground state energy E of the 1D and 2D quantum systems. For the 1D case, we compare E to the reference result E0 = EMPS

obtained from a standard DMRG implementation with a bond dimension χ = 32; For the 2D case, we compare E with exact
diagonalization E0 = EExact. We use the relative error 1−E/E0 to characterize the calculation accuracy. The red dashed line
(for 1D) and blue dash-dotted line (for 2D) correspond to the ground state energy with no interaction between subsystems, i.e.,
λ = 0. The cyan dot (for 1D) and blue triangle (for 2D) are results obtained with hybrid tensor networks. The red diamond
represents results via applying variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) locally on product states of subsystems. (c) We show
the convergence towards the ground state for the 1D 8× 8 and 2D 4× 3 systems with λ = 1 by using imaginary time evolution
optimization with adaptive time steps. (d) We compare the error of the results with respect to different subsystem coupling
strength λ for the 1D 8× 8 and 2D 4× 3 systems. (e) For the 1D system with 8× k qubits, we show the calculation error with
different numbers of local subsystems k ∈ {2, 3, . . . , 8} with λ = 1.

TTN thus represents a quantum state as

|ψ̃(~θ)〉 =
∑
i1...ik

αi1,...,ik(~θ0) |ψi11 (~θ1)〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |ψikk (~θk)〉 ,

(4)

with ~θ = (~θ0, ~θ1, . . . , ~θk) representing all the parameters.

Since we have 〈ψi
′
j

j |ψ
ij
j 〉 = δi′j ,i′j , the state is automati-

cally normalized. For parameters ~θ, we obtain the expec-

tation value of the Hamiltonian E(~θ) = 〈ψ̃(~θ)|H|ψ̃(~θ)〉
by following the contraction rule of Fig. 4. In particu-
lar, we first measure the observables of the second layer
states and then measure the effective observables of the
first layer state. To minimize the energy E(~θ), the pa-
rameters are optimized by the variational imaginary time

evolution method [28]. We leave the details for the im-
plementation of the variational imaginary time evolution
method to the Appendix. We note that an extra ancillary
qubit is required for variational imaginary time evolution.
Therefore the quantum system needed for simulating the
8× k-qubit 1D and 4× 3-qubit 2D systems are 8 + 1 and
4 + 1 qubits, respectively.

We benchmark the calculation by comparing the re-
sults for 1D systems with ones obtained from open-
boundary matrix product states (MPS), and the results
for 2D systems with ones from exact matrix diagonaliza-
tion. Suppose the ground state energy from hybrid TTN
calculation is E, and the one from MPS or exact matrix
diagonalization is E0, we show the relative calculation
error 1 − E/E0 under different cases. In Fig. 5(c), we
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consider the 1D spin cluster with 8×8 qubits and the 2D
spin web with 4 × 3 qubits both with coupling strength
λ = 1. We show the convergence of the ground state en-
ergy under the variational optimization method with the
relative error below 10−3. The calculation thus verifies
the capability of efficient representation of the ground
states with hybrid TTN.

Next, we study how the interaction strength or the
number of subsystems affect the efficacy of the hybrid
TTN. As shown in Fig. 5(d), we present the calculation
error with respect to different coupling strength λ for the
8× 8-qubit 1D and 4× 3-qubit 2D systems. We can see
that although the error fluctuates with different coupling
strength, which might owe to instability from the opti-
mization, the error remains consistent around 10−3. In
Fig. 5(e), we show the calculation error for the 8 × k-
qubit 1D cluster with different k subsystems. For cou-
pling strength λ = 1, we observe a consistent error below
10−3. These results with different coupling strength and
different numbers of subsystems verify the robustness of
the hybrid TTN method.

However, from the simulation results, we do observe
the trend of larger errors with increasing interactions or
more subsystems, aligning with the intuition that general
strongly-coupled systems are hard to simulate. Indeed,
we are not expecting the hybrid TTN applies universally
to general quantum systems in a similar way to universal
quantum computers. Instead, we do anticipate the hy-
brid tensor network would find its application in specific
problems with certain properties whose accurate solu-
tions are hard with classical tensor network theory and
resource-demanding with conventional quantum simula-
tion algorithms. We discuss potential applications of hy-
brid TTN in the next section.

V. APPLICATIONS

Hybrid tensor networks may have wide applications in
quantum computing and quantum simulation for solving
different physics problems. The key benefit of a hybrid
tensor network is to more efficiently represent a multipar-
tite quantum state so that the required quantum resource
is significantly reduced with the help of classical com-
puters. The hybrid tensor network would bolster up the
power of near-term quantum computers so that the lim-
itation on the number of controllable qubits of NISQ de-
vices could be greatly alleviated. Meanwhile, hybrid ten-
sor networks may find their applications in fault-tolerant
quantum computing as well, where the number of logical
qubits could also be limited owing to the huge overhead
for error correction. In this section, we discuss poten-
tial applications of hybrid tensor networks in different
physics problems, ranging from chemistry, many-body
physics, quantum field theory, to quantum gravity. We
only summarize the ideas here and refer to the Appendix
for details.

• Quantum chemistry. As we have discussed in

Sec. III, ideas corresponding to simple hybrid tree
tensor networks of Fig. 3(b,c) have been studied
for representing excited energy eigenstates [20] and
active + virtual orbitals [9] in electronic structure
calculation. While the scheme in Ref. [9] assumed
the configuration interaction ansatz for the virtual
orbitals, a general classical tensor network may be
used instead to improve the approximation. We re-
fer to Ref. [29] to recent studies of TN approaches
to quantum chemistry. Another potential applica-
tion of the hybrid tensor network is to go beyond
the BornOppenheimer (BO) approximation, which
may have applications in understanding radiation-
less decay between electronic states [30], relativistic
effects [31], or conical intersections [32–34]. By sep-
arately storing the electrons and nuclei with quan-
tum processors and their correlations with a classi-
cal (quantum) tensor, we can probe effects beyond
the BO approximation by manipulating quantum
states only of the electrons or the nuclei.

• Quantum many-body physics. Many interesting
quantum phenomena could be captured by the
model of weakly or moderately coupled subsystems.
When each subsystem has strong interactions, such
as electrons with multiple degrees of freedom in
strongly correlated materials, classical algorithms
might fail to work, and quantum simulation with
hybrid tensor networks could be used instead for ex-
ploring emergent quantum phenomena [35–38]. For
example, our method can be applied for searching
Majorana zero-modes and topological phase transi-
tions [39–43, 60]. Considering a bulk model Hamil-
tonian with boundary conditions between super-
conductors and topological insulators, we are able
to drive the superconductor heterostructures into
topologically non-trivial phases by tuning the cou-
pling and bulk properties. Successful simulation of
such systems might provide an avenue of systematic
searches for topological superconductivity from po-
tential candidates.

• Quantum field theories. Quantum simulation has
been applied to study the scattering problem in
quantum field theory with the Jordan-Lee-Preskill
algorithm [44, 45]. Directly implementing this algo-
rithm may require too many qubits that are beyond
the capability of current and near-future quantum
computers. This is especially important when we
wish to study scattering processes with sufficiently
high initial energy, which should be, in principle,
highly quantum processes with significant particle
productions. Quantum simulation with hybrid ten-
sor networks might be useful, for instance, in the
regime where the coupling is moderate so that we
could split the whole system into smaller subsys-
tems and only use a quantum processor to represent
the subsystems.

• Quantum gravity. Conceptual connections have
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been recently revealed between quantum gravity
thought experiments and quantum information sci-
ence, including ones between quantum chaos and
quantum black holes [46], quantum error correc-
tion and holography [47], quantum complexity and
gravitational action [48], quantum Church-Turing
Thesis and black hole firewalls [49], etc. Although
these works might unravel fundamental puzzles
about black hole information, they require cru-
cial demands on the power of quantum computers.
Quantum algorithms with hybrid tensor networks
might resolve this problem for near-term quan-
tum computing. We consider the example of the
traversable wormhole [50, 51], which in the quan-
tum information language, could be interpreted as
a novel teleportation scheme transforming quantum
information from one side of thermofield double to
the other side, dual to a traversable wormhole grav-
itational system in the holographic description. In
the regime with relatively low temperature (for in-
stance, where the black hole is near extremal), one
could consider using hybrid tensor networks to per-
form the simulation with only one side of the ther-
mofield double stored with a quantum computer.

VI. SUMMARY

In this work, we propose a framework of the hybrid
tensor network and studied its application in variational
quantum simulation. Targeting at practical problems
that have both classical and genuine quantum effects,
hybrid tensor networks integrate the power of classical
tensor network theories and quantum computing, and
hence enable quantum simulation of large-scale problems
with small quantum processors. While this work numeri-
cally verifies variational quantum simulation with hybrid
tree tensor networks in finding the ground state energy
of 1D and 2D spin systems, the theory applies to gen-
eral scenarios, such as real-time dynamics and general
physics systems. In particular, practical investigations

of our method in quantum chemistry, quantum many-
body physics, quantum field theory, and quantum gravity
thought experiments would be interesting future works.
There also exist other powerful classical methods, such
as quantum Monte Carlo methods [52, 53] and machine
learning with neural networks [54, 55], and an interest-
ing future direction is to investigate the combination of
these methods with quantum computing. Another inde-
pendent approach of simulating large quantum systems
with small quantum computers is to decompose multi-
qubit gates into a mixture of single-qubit gates so that
the circuit becomes a mixture of circuits with gates only
locally applied to subsets of qubits [56–58]. The combi-
nation of these methods and ours may lead to further ad-
vantages. Demonstrating quantum advantage over super-
computers in certain tasks — quantum supremacy — has
been experimentally realized [59]. The next milestone is
to demonstrate the quantum advantage in solving practi-
cally meaningful and classically intractable tasks. While
current quantum devices are still insufficient, our work
may shed light on the avenue for achieving this goal with
near-term noisy intermediate-scale quantum hardware.
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Appendix A: Hybrid tensor network

As shown in the main text, the hybrid tensor network consists of classical and quantum tensors, whose mathematical
definition is consistent with that of the conventional tensor network. That is, tensor contractions are mathematically
defined the same for classical and quantum tensors. Nevertheless, we distinguish them because operationally, classical
tensors are contracted classically via tensor multiplication, while quantum tensors are contracted via measuring a
quantum state on a quantum computer. In the following, we elaborate on the detailed definition of classical and
quantum tensors, the definition of tensor contraction and its meaning, the way to measure local observables, and the
application in quantum simulation.

1. Classical and quantum tensors

A general rank-n tensor is a multi-dimensional array with n indices denoted as Ti1,i2,...,in . In quantum mechanics,
it represents the wave function of an n-partite quantum state in the computational basis,

|ψ〉 =
∑

j1,j2,...,jn

ψj1,j2,...,jn |j1〉 |j2〉 . . . |jn〉 . (A1)

We can see that directly storing a general quantum state in a classical memory is highly inefficient, which in general
costs exponential space resources with respect to the number of parties. This thus motivates us to find more efficient
ways to represent quantum states.

The deep observation of physicists is that quantum states in nature may only lie in a small subset of the whole Hilbert
space, where the area law scaling may exist, for example, with the ground state of certain gaped local Hamiltonians.
It thus enables the possibility of efficient classical representation of these quantum states. The overall idea is to
decompose the rank-n tensor into a network of low-rank tensors. Take the matrix product state (MPS) ansatz as an
example, as shown in Fig. 6(a), the rank-n tensor is now decomposed into n low-rank tensors as

|ψ〉 =
∑

j1,j2,...,jn

Tr[αj11 . . . αjnn ] |j1〉 |j2〉 . . . |jn〉 . (A2)

Here each αk is a rank-3 tensor (except for α1 and αn whose rank is 2), and the index jk is the physical index, with
dimension 2 for the qubit case. The other two indices (or one index for α1, αn) are called the bond indices with
dimension χ, normally being a constant number. Here the trace operation in Eq. (A2) is for the bond indices.

It is clear that the entanglement of any local subsystem is upper bounded by 2χ, where 2 accounts for the two
boundaries and χ for the contribution from each boundary, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Note that the MPS representation
thus compresses the space of the n-partite state from O(2n) to O(nχ2), which is from exponential to linear with
the particle number n. This tremendous reduction is based on the pre-knowledge of the weakly entangled state
under the geometrically local interactions. However, typically the quantum state in the large Hilbert space could be
highly entangled, such as excited eigenstates and states after quenched dynamics of the chaotic Hamiltonian. Many
different classical tensor networks have been proposed for different problems. Nevertheless, it would be likely that

FIG. 6. Illustration of a typical classical tensor network — the matrix product state.
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certain quantum systems, such as the electronic structure in chemistry and the Hubbard model, may not be efficiently
described via any classical method.

It thus motivates the idea of quantum simulation, i.e., using a controllable quantum system to simulate a target
quantum problem. A quantum state generated from applying a unitary circuit to a certain initial state forms an
intrinsic large-rank quantum tensor and can be naturally stored and manipulated with a quantum computer. As an
alternative approach, several quantum algorithms have been proposed to solve either static or dynamic problems of
a general many-body problem. In literature, classical tensor network theory and quantum simulation are generally
used as separate techniques in classical and quantum computing. Here, we introduce quantum tensors to be general
n-partite quantum states prepared by a quantum computer and classical tensors to low-rank tensors stored in a
classical computer and show the combination of quantum and classical tensors as a hybrid tenor network.

Suppose we generate an n-partite quantum state by applying a unitary Uψ to an initial state |0̄〉 as |ψ〉 = Uψ |0̄〉.
As shown in Eq. (A1), the quantum state can be regarded as a rank-n tensor in the computational basis. We can also
introduce classical index to the quantum state by applying different unitary gates as

|ψi〉 = Uψi |0̄〉 =
∑

j1,j2,...,jn

ψij1,j2,...,jn |j1〉 |j2〉 . . . |jn〉 . (A3)

Alternatively, we can also apply the same unitary but to different initial states as

|ψi〉 = U |0̄i〉 =
∑

j1,j2,...,jn

ψij1,j2,...,jn |j1〉 |j2〉 . . . |jn〉 , (A4)

where the classical index i indicates the different unitaries or different initial states. As a result, it as a whole forms
a rank-(n + 1) tensor Ψi

j1,j2,...,jn
. For simplicity, we only introduce one classical index here, and it is clear that

there is no restriction to introduce more classical indices. We regard all these cases as quantum tensors, and the
network connected with quantum tensors and classical tensors as a hybrid tensor network. Hereafter, we put indices
corresponding to classical labels and quantum basis to the superscript and subscript of the tensor, respectively.

2. Hybrid tensor network

Here we show how to connect quantum and classical tensors to form a hybrid tensor. When connecting two tensors,
being either classical or quantum, we follow the conventional rule for tensor contraction. While the mathematical
definition of tensor contraction of a hybrid tensor network is consistent with the conventional definition, its practical
meaning can be different. Depending on whether the tensor and the index are quantum or classical, there are five
different cases under contraction. To ease the explanation, w.o.l.g., we consider contraction of rank-2 classical tensors
and rank-(n+ 1) quantum tensors. We also use . . . to abbreviate the quantum indices when they are not contracted.

• Case 1: quantum tensor (contracted index: classical) & classical tensor (contracted index: classical).

First, we combine a quantum tensor ψi1... with a classical tensor αi1,i2 to form a new rank-(n+ 1) tensor,

ψ̃i2... =
∑
i1

ψi1... · αi1,i2 , (A5)

where the contracted index from the quantum and classical tensors is a classical label. To understand the
meaning of Eq. (A5), we regard the quantum tensor ψi1... as a set of independent quantum states {|ψi1〉} and the

tensor ψ̃i2... represents a new set of states

|ψ̃i2〉 =
∑
i1

αi1,i2 |ψi1〉 , (A6)

where each one is now a superposition of the original states {|ψi1〉}. As a special case, when the classical tensor
is rank-1, αi1 , the output tensor is

|ψ̃〉 =
∑
i1

αi1 |ψi1〉 . (A7)

Therefore, we can connect a classical tensor to the classical index of a quantum tensor to effectively represent
a superposition of quantum states.
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• Case 2: quantum tensor (contracted index: quantum) & classical tensor (contracted index: classical).

When the contracted index i1 of the quantum tensor ψi1,... corresponds to a quantum system, the tensor
contraction is similarly defined as

ψ̃i2... =
∑
i1

ψi1,... · αi1,i2 . (A8)

When considering quantum states, the contraction transforms an input state |ψ〉 to a set of output states {|ψ̃i2〉}
as

|ψ̃i2〉 =
∑
i1

αi1,i2 〈i1|ψ〉 , (A9)

which is equivalent to projecting the contracted system onto |i1〉 to form a set of un-normalized states
|ψi1〉 = 〈i1|ψ〉 and re-combining them with coefficients αi1,i2 . Actually, if we regard α as a unitary gate
with i2 representing a quantum system, it corresponds to a local unitary transformation of the state.

• Case 3: quantum tensor (contracted index: classical) & quantum tensor (contracted index: classical).

Next, we consider the contraction of two quantum tensors with the contracted index being classical for both
tensors. Suppose the two quantum tensors are ψi... and φi..., the contraction of index i gives

ψ̃... =
∑
i

ψi... · φi.... (A10)

Considering quantum states, the contraction transforms two sets of states {|ψi〉} and {|φi〉} to an un-normalized
state

|ψ̃〉 =
∑
i

|ψi〉 ⊗ |φi〉 . (A11)

By contracting two quantum tensors, we can thus effectively entangle two quantum systems. We can also add
a classical tensor in between so that the amplitude for each |ψi〉 ⊗ |φi〉 is different.

• Case 4: quantum tensor (contracted index: quantum) & quantum tensor (contracted index: classical).

When one of the contracted indices corresponds to a quantum system, the contraction is similarly defined as

ψ̃... =
∑
i

ψi,... · φi.... (A12)

Considering quantum states, the contraction converts |ψ〉 and {|φi〉} to

|ψ̃〉 =
∑
i

〈i|ψ〉 ⊗ |φi〉 . (A13)

Again, this is equivalent to applying a projection to |ψ〉 to get a set of states {|ψi〉 = 〈i|ψ〉} and then connecting
the classical indices of the two quantum tensors.

• Case 5: quantum tensor (contracted index: quantum) & quantum tensor (contracted index: quantum).

When both contracted indices represent for quantum systems, we contract two quantum tensors ψi,... and φi,...
as

ψ̃... =
∑
i

ψi,... · φi,.... (A14)

In the quantum state language, it is equivalent to

|φ̃〉 =
∑
i

〈i|ψ〉 ⊗ 〈i|φ〉 =
∑
i

〈i, i| |ψ〉 ⊗ |φ〉 . (A15)

which accounts for a Bell state projection on the contracted systems. Note that since it is a measurement on
both states, the success probability could be less than 1. Then if there are multiple contractions of quantum
indices, the overall probability will be exponentially small. Therefore, we only allow a constant number of
contractions of two quantum indices in the hybrid tensor network.

For a general hybrid tensor network consisting of classical and quantum tensors, the tensor contraction rule and its
meaning with respect to the quantum state follow similarly by sequentially applying the above cases.
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FIG. 7. Measuring expectation values of a quantum tensor. Same as Fig. 2 in the main text.

3. Calculation of expectation values of local observables

Given a hybrid tensor network representation of a quantum state, we now show how to measure the expectation
values of tensor products of local observables. Here we only show the basic rules and whether the calculation is
efficient highly depends on the structure of the hybrid tensor network, the same as the scenario of the conventional
tensor network. The basic rule follows the same mathematics of tensor contraction. Therefore, for classical tensors,
the expectation value is calculated in the same way as conventional tensor networks. While for quantum tensors, we
can no longer calculate the expectation value via tensor contraction since it involves matrix multiplication of a rank-n
tensor. Instead, we calculate the expectation value with a quantum computer by preparing the state and measuring
it.

As shown in Fig. 7(a), we consider the expectation value on the n quantum systems of a rank-(n + 1) quantum
tensor. This tensor can be either an n-partite quantum state with a classical index i or an (n + 1)-partite quantum

state with a quantum basis index i. By measuring the n systems, it gives a new rank 2 tensor M i′,i with two open
indices i and i′,

M i′,i = 〈ψi
′
|O1 ⊗O2 ⊗ · · · ⊗On |ψi〉 . (A16)

Here the definition is the same if we measure an (n + 1)-partite quantum state. We always put the indices of M i′,i

to the superscript, because the measurement observable is always a classical low-rank tensor. Note that the matrix
M i′,i is always hermitian so that it can be measured when the indices i and i′ are contracted to another quantum
tensor. Now we show how to get M i′,i for different cases.

• The rank-(n+ 1) quantum tensor is an n-partite quantum state with a classical index i.

– Suppose |ψi〉 = U i |0̄〉, U1 = U i. We measure M i′,i with the quantum circuit in Fig. 7(b). Consider

U2 = U i
′
(U i)† and UM to be the unitary that rotates the eigenstates of the observable to the computational

basis. The output state before the UM gate is

|ψ̃〉 =
1√
2

(
|0〉 |ψi〉+ |1〉 |ψi

′
〉
)
. (A17)

When the ancillary qubit measures the Pauli X, Y , Z operators, and the n-partite system measures
M = O1 ⊗O2 ⊗ · · · ⊗On, the expectation values are

〈ψ̃|X ⊗M |ψ̃〉 =
1

2

(
M2,1 +M1,2

)
,

〈ψ̃|Y ⊗M |ψ̃〉 =
1

2

(
iM2,1 − iM1,2

)
,

〈ψ̃|Z ⊗M |ψ̃〉 =
1

2

(
M1,1 −M2,2

)
.

(A18)

Note that M1,2 is the complex conjugate of M2,1, and we have

〈ψ̃|I ⊗M |ψ̃〉 =
1

2

(
M1,1 +M2,2

)
, (A19)
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which can be obtained from the measurement of any Pauli basis. Therefore we can exactly solve each term
M i,j (i, j = 1, 2) and construct the measurement

M̃ =

{
M1,1 M1,2

M2,1 M2,2

}
.

– Suppose |ψi〉 = U |0̄i〉. We measure M i′,i with the quantum circuit in Fig. 7(c). Now we need to input

(|0̄i〉 ± |0̄i′〉)/
√

2 and (|0̄i〉 ± i |0̄i′〉)/
√

2 and the matrix elements can be similarly obtained.

• The rank-(n+ 1) quantum tensor is an n+ 1-partite quantum state.

We need to measure

M i′,i = 〈ψ| |i′〉 ⊗O1 ⊗O2 ⊗ · · · ⊗On ⊗ 〈i| |ψ〉 = 〈ψ| (|i′〉 〈i|)⊗O1 ⊗O2 ⊗ · · · ⊗On |ψ〉 . (A20)

Note that the matrix |i′〉 〈i| can always be represented as a linear combination of the Pauli operators, we can

thus instead measure the uncontracted qubit in the three X,Y, Z Pauli bases to equivalently get any M i′,i as
shown in Fig. 7(d). Suppose |ψ〉 = U |0̄〉, we denote

E(σ) = 〈ψ|σ ⊗O1 ⊗O2 ⊗ · · · ⊗On |ψ〉 , (A21)

and we can reconstruct the measurement M̃ as

M̃ =
1

2

(
E(I)I + E(X)X − E(Y )Y + E(Z)Z

)
, (A22)

where E(X), E(I), E(Y ), E(Z) are the obtained expectation values with Pauli measurements I,X, Y, Z.

Calculating the expectation value of a general hybrid tensor network follows the above basic rules for classical
and quantum tensors. Nevertheless, similar to the conventional tensor network, different orders of tensor contraction
could have different procedures and complexities. For example, say that we are considering the hybrid tensor shown
in Fig. 7(e), which consists of a rank-(n+ 1) quantum tensor and a classical tensor. We could first contract the right

classical observable O0 with classical tensor α, and obtain a new observable O
′

0. Then we measure the n+ 1-partite
quantum state to get the final expectation value. Here we need classical contraction and a single local measurement
with repetition samples M. This procedure is shown in Fig. 7(e1). Alternatively, we can also use the circuit in
Fig. 7(d) to reconstruct observable M by measuring the n+ 1-partite quantum state and then contract the classical
tensors. This procedure requires three local measurement settings (X, Y , and Z on the first qubit) with total repetition
samples of 3M.

4. Application in variational quantum simulation

The hybrid tensor network provides a way to more efficiently represent quantum states with fewer quantum re-
sources. When using the hybrid tensor network, it can be applied in variational quantum simulation for solving static
energy spectra and simulating the dynamic time evolution of a quantum system.

We consider a many-body Hamiltonian

H =
∑
i

λihi (A23)

with coefficients λi and tensor products of Pauli matrices hi. To find the ground state of the Hamiltonian, we consider
a parameterized hybrid quantum tensor network, which corresponds to a possibly un-normalized state |ψ(~x)〉. Here
~x denotes the parameters that can be changed in the hybrid tensor network, which includes the parameterized angles
in the quantum circuit and parameters in the classical tensors. Then we can measure the average energy as

E(~x) =
〈ψ(~x)|H |ψ(~x)〉
〈ψ(~x)|ψ(~x)〉

=

∑
i λi 〈ψ(~x)|hi |ψ(~x)〉
〈ψ(~x)|ψ(~x)〉

, (A24)

where each 〈ψ(~x)|hi |ψ(~x)〉 or the normalization 〈ψ(~x)|ψ(~x)〉 can be obtained by calculating the expectation value of
the hybrid tensor network with the method we discussed in the previous section. Having measured E(~x) for any ~x,
we can then optimize the parameter space via the classical algorithm to minimize E(~x) to search for the ground state.
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FIG. 8. Hybrid quantum-classical tensor network. (a) We can extend the power of a quantum state by adding a classical tensor
as in Eq. (B1). (b) We can combine a quantum state and a classical tensor to represent a state in a larger Hilbert space as in
Eq. (B7). (c) We can use a classical tensor to connect two quantum states as in Eq. (B10). (d) A quantum-classical hybrid
tensor as in Eq. (B12). (e) A classical-quantum hybrid tensor as in Eq. (B15). (f) A quantum-quantum hybrid tensor as in
Eq. (B18). (g) A commonly-used classical tensor network MPS.

We note that the whole optimization procedure is identical to the conventional approach called variational quantum
eigensolver. The difference lies in the usage of the hybrid tensor network, which may enable quantum simulation of
large systems with small quantum processors. We can also use the hybrid tensor network for simulating Hamiltonian
dynamics. The circuit for the implementation of variational Hamiltonian simulation with hybrid tensor networks is
slightly more complicated, and we leave the discussion to follow-up works. In the following, we mainly focus on using
the hybrid tensor network for finding the ground state of Hamiltonians.

Appendix B: Hybrid tree tensor network

Calculating a general hybrid tensor network can be costly. Here we expand the discussion of the main text and
focus on hybrid tensor networks with a tree structure. We first consider examples of hybrid tree tensor networks
(TNN) and discuss its application in representing correlations of the multipartite quantum state. We then study the
cost of calculating the expectation values of a general hybrid TNN. We also study the entanglement property and
correlation of the quantum state represented by the hybrid TNN.

1. Example of hybrid tree tensor networks

We show several examples of hybrid tree tensor networks in Fig. 8. In the following, we discuss the application
of each tensor network and its connection with existing results. For each n-partite state, we assume it is an n-qubit

parameterized state |ψ(~θ)〉, obtained by applying a sequence of local gates as |ψ(~θ)〉 =
∏
j Uj(θj) |0̄〉 with an initial

state |0̄〉 and parameters ~θ = {θj}.

a. Extending the power of the quantum state

Suppose we use the quantum state |ψ(~θ)〉 as a potential solution to the n-qubit problem. We can regard the
quantum state as a pure rank-n quantum tensor. A simple way to extend the capability of the rank-n quantum tensor
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is to concatenate a classical tensor αi to it as

|ψ(~x)〉 =
∑
i

αi |ψi(~θi)〉 , (B1)

where each |ψi(~θi)〉 can be regarded as different rank-n quantum tensors and ~x = (α1, . . . , ~θ1, . . . ) are the total
parameter setting. Such a concatenation corresponds to the hybrid tensor network in Fig. 8 (a). To find the ground
state of Hamiltonian H, we can obtain the energy as

E(~x) =
〈ψ(~x)|H |ψ(~x)〉
〈ψ(~x)|ψ(~x)〉

=

∑
i,j ᾱ

iαj 〈ψi(~θi)|H |ψj(~θj)〉∑
i,j ᾱ

iαj 〈ψi(~θi)|ψj(~θj)〉
, (B2)

and a minimization over the parameter space could lead to the solution.
We can see that such a hybrid tensor network contains the subspace expansion method as a special case. In

particular, suppose we fix the parameters of the quantum tensors |ψi(~θi)〉 and denote |ψi(~θi)〉 = |ψi(~θ)〉, then we can
analytically solve the minimization of E(~x) as follows. Denote

Hi,j = 〈ψi(~θ)|H |ψj(~θ)〉 , Si,j = 〈ψi(~θ)|ψj(~θ)〉 . (B3)

Suppose we consider the subspace with 〈ψ(~x)|ψ(~x)〉 = 1, then it is equivalent to optimize E(~x) = 〈ψ(~x)|H |ψ(~x)〉, or
the function E′(~x) = E(~x) − λ 〈ψ(~x)|ψ(~x)〉 with a Lagrangian multiplier λ. Variation of of the new function E′(~x)
gives

δE′(~x) =
∑
i,j

(αjδᾱi + ᾱiδαj)Hi,j − λ
∑
i,j

(αjδᾱi + ᾱiδαj)Si,j , (B4)

and a local minimum solution requires δE′(~x) = 0, which is equivalent to

Hi,jαj = λSi,jαj . (B5)

Writing the equation in the matrix form, it is equivalent to

H~α = λS~α, (B6)

which coincides with the subspace expansion method.
In practice, we can optimize all the parameters in both quantum and classical tensors. We can simultaneously

optimize them by treating E(~x) as a black box cost function. Alternatively, we can first optimize the parameters
of the quantum tensor and then fix them and directly solve the optimal parameters of the classical tensor. Since
the parameters are not simultaneously optimized, we may need to repeat the procedure several times until observing
energy convergence.

b. Virtual qubits via classical tensors

In addition to extending the power of the quantum ansatz, we can also use the classical tensor to represent physical
quantum systems, similar to classical tensor network. As shown in Fig. 8(b), we connect a rank-(n + 1) quantum
tensor to a rank d + 1 classical tensor network to represent a system of n + d qubits. Here we assume the classical
tensor network consists of low-rank classical tensors and admits efficient contraction, such as the matrix product state
(MPS) as defined in Eq. (A2). In the remainder of the Appendix, we consider MPS as an example of the classical
tensor network. Note that the discussion applies to general contractable classical tensor networks, such as tree tensor
networks and the multi-scale entanglement renormalization ansatz (MERA).

Suppose the rank-(n+ 1) quantum tensor ψi1... represents a set of n-qubit quantum states {|ψi1〉} and the classical

tensor is given by αi1,jn+1,...jn+d = Tr[α
i1,jn+1

1 α
jn+2

2 . . . α
jn+d
n ], then the hybrid tensor of Fig. 8(b) represents a quantum

state

|ψ̃〉 =
∑

i1,j1,...,jn+d

αi1,jn+1,...jn+d |ψi1〉 |jn+1〉 . . . |jn+d〉 . (B7)

For any tensor products of local observables M = O1 ⊗ · · · ⊗On+d, we have

〈ψ̃|M |ψ̃〉 =
∑
i1,i′1

〈ψi
′
1 |O1 ⊗ . . . On|ψi1〉M i′1,i1 , (B8)
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with

M i′1,i1 =
∑

j′n+1,...j
′
n+d,jn+1,...jn+d

ᾱi
′
1,j
′
n+1,...j

′
n+dαi1,jn+1,...jn+d 〈j′n+1|On+1|jn+1〉 . . . 〈j′n+d|On+d|jn+d〉 . (B9)

Here each 〈ψi′1 |O1 ⊗ . . . On|ψi1〉 is obtained with a quantum computer and each element M i′1,i1 is obtained by an
efficient tensor contraction of the MPS ansatz. Note that the dimension of i1 can be chosen as a small number similar
to how we decide the bond dimension of the MPS ansatz. The definition also holds when the quantum tensor is an
(n+ 1)-partite state, where we can assign multiple qubits to the system that the i1 label represents.

c. Local quantum correlation and non-local classical correlation

We can also use quantum tensors to represent quantum correlations of local subsystems and classical tensors to
represent correlations between the subsystems. For example, consider two subsystems A and B with Hamiltonian
H = HA + HB + λhA ⊗ hB and a small coupling constant λ. We can use the hybrid tensor network in Fig. 8(c) to
represent its ground state,

|ψ̃〉AB =
∑
i1,i2

αi1,i2 |ψi1〉A ⊗ |ψ
i2〉B . (B10)

Here |ψi1〉A and |ψi2〉B represent the state of subsystem A and B, respectively, and αi,j is the classical tensor
representing the correlation between A and B. If the quantum correlation is not too strong, we can set the rank of
αi,j to be a small number. The average energy of the Hamiltonian is

E =
〈ψ̃|H|ψ̃〉AB
〈ψ̃|ψ̃〉AB

=

∑
i1,i2,i′1,i

′
2
ᾱi
′
1,i
′
2αi1,i2

(
H
i′1,i1
A S

i′2,i2
B + S

i′1,i1
A H

i′2,i2
B + λh

i′1,i1
A h

i′2,i2
B

)
∑
i1,i2,i′1,i

′
2
ᾱi
′
1,i
′
2αi1,i2S

i′1,i1
A S

i′2,i2
B

, (B11)

where the matrices H
i′1,i1
A , S

i′2,i2
B , S

i′1,i1
A , H

i′2,i2
B , h

i′1,i1
A , h

i′2,i2
B are defined in a general way as in Eq. (B3), that is,

M i,j
A(B) = 〈ψi|M |ψj〉A(B). Then we can get the Hamiltonian by measuring the matrices with a quantum computer and

contract the classical tensors classically. Suppose each system A and B consists of n qubits so that the total system
size is 2n qubits. We note that the energy terms can be obtained by only manipulating states of n qubits instead of
2n qubits.

In a similar way, we can extend the hybrid tensor network for two subsystems to k subsystems, as shown in Fig. 8(d).

We use the matrix product state αi1,i2...ik = Tr[αi11 α
i2
2 . . . α

ik
k ] as the description of the correlation between subsystems.

Suppose each subsystem is represented by quantum states {|ψis〉s}, the hybrid tensor network of Fig. 8(d) represents
a quantum state

|ψ̃〉AB =
∑

i1,i2,...ik

αi1,i2,...ik |ψi1〉1 ⊗ |ψ
i2〉2 . . . |ψ

ik〉k . (B12)

To measure the expectation value of M = O1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ok with each Os representing local observable on the s-th
subsystem, we have

〈ψ̃|M |ψ̃〉 =
∑

i1...ik,i′1,...i
′
k

ᾱi
′
1,...i

′
kαi1,...ikM

i′1,i1
1 . . .M

i′k,ik
k , (B13)

with

M
i′s,is
s = 〈ψi

′
s |Os|ψis〉s . (B14)

As a result, we can just use an n-qubit system to represent a kn-qubit system, and the bipartite version corresponds to
k = 2. The dimension of each index i1, . . . ik should be a small number similar to the bond dimension of MPS. This is
a general form of the hybrid quantum-MPS tensor network, and one can also consider other classical tensor networks,
such as MERA. Note that here indices involved in the contraction between the quantum and classical tensors are
both classical ones. Alternatively, one can also make a hybrid contraction, where the index of the quantum tensor is
a quantum one, as shown in Eq. (A8).

Here the quantum tensors are used to represent the local n-qubit correlation, and the classical rank-k tensor is for
the global correlation among these k clusters of qubits. Consequently, this kind of quantum-classical ansatz is suitable
for systems where local correlation dominates over global correlation, such as the weak coupling of k qubit chains.
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d. Non-local quantum correlation and local classical correlation

Instead of using the quantum processor to represent local correlations, one can also consider the classical-quantum
two-depth tree structure in Fig. 8(e), where the classical tensors are used to represent local correlations of each
subsystem, and the quantum tensor is used for representing the non-local correlation between the subsystems.

The idea is that, after we apply the quantum circuit to prepare a k-qubit state |ψ〉, we further connect a classical
tensor network to each qubit to transform it to n qubits. Suppose we use the MPS for representing each subsystem

as αis,j
s
1 ...j

s
n = Tr[α

is,j
s
1

1 . . . α
jsn
k ], the state corresponding to Fig. 8(e) is

|ψ̃〉 =
∑

~i,~j1,...~jk

αi1,
~j1 . . . αik,

~jkψi1,...,ik |~j1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |~jk〉 , (B15)

where we denote ~i = (i1, . . . ik), ~js = (js1 , . . . , j
s
n), and ψi1,...,ik = 〈~i|ψ〉. To measure M = O1 ⊗ · · · ⊗Ok with each Os

representing tensor products of local observables, we have

〈ψ̃|M |ψ̃〉 = 〈ψ|Õ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Õk|ψ〉 , (B16)

with each observable Õs obtained by classical tensor contraction as

Õ
i′s,is
s =

∑
~js′ ,~js

α̃i
′
s,
~js
′

αis,
~jsO

~js
′
,~js

s . (B17)

Again we only use k qubits to represent a system of nk qubits. Note that each subsystem may have a different number
of qubits, and we can use multiple qubits to represent each index is to increase the bond dimension. When n >> 1,
this kind of hybrid tensor network can represent long-range correlation due to the effect of quantum tensor, and it
may be applied to an exotic topological state. When n is a small number, it also represents a normalization of local
correlations with classical ansatz.

e. Local and non-local quantum correlations

In the previous two cases, we use the classical tensor network to represent either local or non-local correlation and
the quantum tensor to represent the other part. Here we show how to use the quantum tensor to represent both the
local and non-local correlations. Considering a two-depth tree structure of Fig. 8(f), it represents a state

|ψ̃〉 =
∑

i1,...,ik

ψi1,...,ik |ψ
i1
1 〉 . . . |ψ

ik
k 〉 , (B18)

where ψi1,...,ik = 〈i1| . . . 〈ik|ψ〉 denotes the quantum tensor of the correlation between the subsystems and {|ψiss 〉}
denotes the quantum states for each subsystem s. Similar to the previous cases, we can measure the expectation values
of local observables. To measure M = O1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ok with each Os representing tensor products of local observables
on subsystem s, we have

〈ψ̃|M |ψ̃〉 = 〈ψ|Õ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Õk|ψ〉 , (B19)

with each observable Õs being

Õ
i′s,is
s = 〈ψi

′
s
s |Os|ψisk 〉 (B20)

obtained via the method discussed in Sec. A 3. Here we represent a system of nk qubits by controlling a quantum
device with up to max{n, k} qubits. We can also use multiple qubits for each index is to increase the bond dimension.

Suppose the quantum states are generated as |ψ〉 = U |0〉⊗k0 and |ψiss 〉 = Us |is〉 |0〉⊗(n−1)s , the hybrid tensor network
of Fig. 8(f) can be obtained via a quantum circuit

|ψ̃〉 = Uk

(
. . . U2

(
U1

(
U |0〉⊗k0 ⊗ |0〉⊗(n−1)1

)
⊗ |0〉⊗(n−1)2

)
· · · ⊗ |0〉⊗(n−1)k

)
, (B21)

where each Us applies to the sth qubit of the first k qubits with subscript 0 and the new n−1 qubits with subscript s.
While such a quantum circuit requires to jointly control nk qubits, our hybrid tensor network allows us to represent
the same state by controlling up to max{n, k} qubits.
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2. Cost for a general hybrid tree tensor network

Now we give a resource estimation for the cost of calculating expectation values of tensor products of local observ-
ables on a hybrid tree tensor network.

Starting from a chosen node referred to as root in a tree, we separate other vertices into different layers according
to the distance to the root. For each node, it can be either a classical tensor network or a quantum tensor. In order
to efficiently contract the whole tensor network, we only consider classical tensor networks that can be efficiently
contracted, for instance, matrix product states (MPS). Suppose the tree has a maximal of D layers, and each node
has at most t connected, it corresponds to a tree with depth D and maximal degree t, and we call a (D, t)-tree. The
total number of nodes is upper bounded by O(tD−1), which is a polynomial function of t with a constant D and t ≥ 1.

Now suppose we aim to measure the expectation value of tensor products of local observables. For each node with
degree t, we denote the cost to be Cq or Cc for a quantum or a classical tensor, respectively. In the ith layer, denote
nqi and nci to be the numbers of quantum and classical tensors, respectively, which satisfy nqi + nci ≤ ti−1. The cost of
contracting the ith layer is thus Ci = Cqn

q
i +Ccn

c
i ≤ ti−1(Cq +Cc) and the total cost of contracting the whole tree is

O(tD−1) when t ≥ 1 and D = O(1). Note that the number of qubits N represented by the (D, t)-hybrid tree tensor
network is N = O(tD−1), so the cost is also linear to the number of qubits. We summarize the result as follows.

Proposition 1. The cost for evaluating the expectation values of local observables of a (D, t)-hybrid tree tensor
network is at most O(tD−1(Cq + Cc)) or O(N(Cq + Cc)). Here N = O(tD−1) is the number of qubits represented by
the (D, t)-hybrid tree tensor network.

The value of Cq depends on the bond dimension of the connection between two nodes and the number of samples
required for suppressing shot noise to a desired accuracy ε. The value of Cc depends on the choice of the classical
tensor network and the bond dimension as well. Suppose the bond dimension of each contracted index is upper
bounded by χ, then we have Cq = O(χ2/ε2) and Cc = O(tχ4) for MPS. Therefore, we have

Proposition 2. Consider a (D, t)-hybrid tree tensor network with quantum tensors and classical MPS tensor networks
with bond dimension χ. The cost evaluating the expectation values of local observables is at most O(tD−1(χ2/ε2 + tχ4)
or O(N(χ2/ε2 + tχ4)).

Note that here we regard the cost of classical and quantum tensor contractions to be the same and add them
together to be the total cost. In practice, classical and quantum computation are independently run on a classical and
a quantum processor, so they are totally parallel. If we only focus on the resource cost for the quantum processor,
the cost scales as O(N(χ2/ε2)), which is linear to the number of qubits and polynomial to the bound dimension and
inverse polynomial to the simulation accuracy.

3. Entanglement and correlation of hybrid tensor network

In this section, we discuss the entanglement and correlation properties of the hybrid tree tensor network. We
consider a tree structure with two layers and three cases with local or non-local correlations being either classical or
quantum. The discussion can be generalized to trees with multiple layers.

a. Local quantum correlation and non-local classical correlation

First, we focus on the hybrid tensor network with local quantum correlation and non-local classical correlation
introduced in Sec. B 1 c. Here we take the classical tensor as MPS for an illustration. As shown in Fig. 9(a), we
separate the whole kn qubits into two subsystems with a blue boundary line and denote the left and the right parts
to be A and Ā, respectively. Without loss of generality, we choose two kinds of boundaries — one is in the bulk of
the classical tensor at the first layer, where the boundary is between indices il and il+1 (in the same time between jn
of Ψil

~j
and j1 from Ψ

il+1

~j
); the other is in the bulk of the quantum tensor at the second layer, where the boundary is

between indices jl′ and jl′+1.
For the first kind of bipartition between il and il+1, the entanglement of the subsystem is upper bounded by the

bond dimension of the index sl of the MPS, which is normally a constant number that is independent of the subsystem
size. As a result, the correlation between these n-qubit clusters is weak. The second kind of bipartition between jl′
and jl′+1 is inside the quantum tensor Ψi1

~j
, which is represented by a general quantum state. Thus the entanglement

entropy can be in principle proportional to min{l′, n− l′}, which is proportional to the subsystem size of the quantum
tensor.
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(a)

FIG. 9. Illustration of the hybrid tensor network with bipartitions: (a) quantum-classical ansatz with the classical tensor being
a MPS introduced in Sec. B 1 c; (b) classical-quantum ansatz introduced in Sec. B 1 d. Here we separate the whole Kn-qubit
system into two parts, that is, the left and the right subsystems, and the boundary is denoted by the dotted blue line. Without
loss of generality, we choose two kinds of boundaries: one is in the bulk of the (classical or quantum) tensor at the first level,
where the boundary is between indices il and il+1; the other is in the bulk of the tensor at the second level, where the boundary
is between indices jl′ and jl′+1.

The previous analyses on entanglement can also be revealed by the correlation functions. If we select two local
observables O1 and O2 inside the bulk of any local quantum tensors, the correlation function 〈O1O2〉 could be even a
constant. However, if they are located in different local quantum tensors, the correlation suffers a exponential decay
〈O1O2〉 ∼ exp(−a|l2 − l1|), where a is some constant depending on the chosen MPS and |l2 − l1| labels the distance
between the two quantum tensors where O1 and O2 are inside. As shown in Fig. 10, this scaling can be obtained by
first contracting the local observables O1 and O2 with the quantum tensors, and then the total result becomes two
new observables say M1 and M2 in the MPS tensor network.

b. Local classical correlation and non-local quantum correlation

Next, we study the hybrid tensor network introduced in Sec. B 1 d, where one has local classical correlation and
non-local quantum correlation. As shown in Fig. 9 (b), the whole kn-qubit is separated into two parts by the blue
boundary. We also choose two kinds of boundaries — one is in the bulk of the quantum tensor between indices il and
il+1; the other is in the bulk of the classical tensor between indices jl′ and jl′+1.

For the bipartition between il and il+1 inside the global quantum tensor ψi1,i2,···ik , the entanglement can be
proportional to min{l, k− l}, with the the subsystem size being |A| = nl and |Ā| = n(k− l). As a result, when k � 1
and n = O(1), the hybrid tensor network can have a volume law entanglement scaling due to the contribution from
the quantum tensor. For the regime n ∼ k, the entanglement is weaker but still stronger than the area law. From
this point of view, the hybrid tree tensor network could represent more complicated entanglement than pure classical
tensor networks. For the second kind of bipartition between jl′ and jl′+1, the entanglement of the subsystem is upper
bounded by the bond dimension of the index sl′ of the local MPS, which is normally a constant number independent
of the subsystem dimension. As a result, the correlations inside these n-qubit clusters are weak.

Similarly, the previous analyses on entanglement can be revealed by the correlation function. If two local observables
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FIG. 10. The contraction process to extract the correlation function of the quantum-classical hybrid tensor network introduced
in B 1 c. Here the classical ansatz is an MPS. The two observables O1 and O2 are in two local quantum tensors Ψil1... and Ψil2... ,
respectively, with il1 and il2 are two classical indices. Similar to the extraction of expectation value in Fig. 7 (a), We first
contract O1 and O2 with the local quantum tensors to get two new observables M1 and M2 for the classical MPS. Here we

assume that 〈Ψi′l
...|Ψil

...〉 = δ{ili′l} for simplicity, that is, the quantum states indexed by il are orthogonal to each other. In this

way, the contraction result is the identity for other quantum tensors which do not contain O1 or O2. As a result, the correlation
function shows 〈O1O2〉 = 〈M1M2〉{MPS}, where the second expectation value is on the MPS and shows an exponential decay.

O1 and O2 are inside the bulk of any local classical tensor, the correlation function 〈O1O2〉 decays exponentially.
However, if they are located in different local classical tensors, the correlation could be some constant or decay
polynomially. One can first contract the local observables O1 and O2 with the classical tensors, and then the total
result becomes two new observables for the general quantum tensor.

c. Local quantum correlation and non-local quantum correlation

At last, we consider the hybrid tensor network introduced in Sec. B 1 e, where both local and non-local correlations
are represented by quantum tensors. As a result, it can possess a strong correlation both for local and global
correlation. The entanglement entropy and correlation function can be analyzed in the same way above.

For the general hybrid tree structure, the analyses are also similar. For the entanglement, one just needs to check
the boundary is in the bulk of quantum or classical tensor. For the correlation function, one can obtain its behavior
by iterative contractions and check whether the final new observables are in a quantum or classical tensor.

Appendix C: Numerical simulation

Here we discuss the details of numerical simulation for finding the ground state of 1D and 2D spin systems. We
review the framework of imaginary time evolution and discuss how to implement it with hybrid tensor networks.

We first briefly review the variational quantum simulation algorithm of imaginary time evolution. We consider
Hamiltonian H =

∑
i λihi with coefficients λi and tensor products of Pauli matrices hi. The normalized state at

imaginary time τ is |ψ(τ)〉 = e−Hτ |ψ(0)〉√
〈ψ(0)|e−2Hτ |ψ(0)〉

and the Wick-rotated Schrödinger equation is

d|ψ(τ)〉
dτ

= − (H − Eτ ) |ψ(τ)〉 (C1)
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where Eτ = 〈ψ(τ)|H|ψ(τ)〉 is the expected energy at imaginary time τ . The ground state can be determined from the
long time limit of the Wick-rotated Schrödinger equation |ψ〉GS = limτ→∞ |ψ(τ)〉. Consider a normalized trial state
|ψ(~x(τ))〉 with real parameters ~x, the imaginary time evolution of the Schrödinger equation on the trial state space is

∑
i

∂|ψ(~x(τ))〉
∂θi

θ̇i = − (H − Eτ ) |ψ(~x(τ))〉. (C2)

Applying the McLachlans variational principle, which minimizes the distance between the evolution of trial state
∂|ψ(~θ(τ))〉

∂t and −iH |ψ(~θ(τ))〉〉, we have

δ‖ (d/dτ +H − Eτ ) |ψ(~x(τ))〉‖ = 0, (C3)

which determines the evolution of the parameters∑
j

Ai,j θ̇j = −Ci, (C4)

with the matrix elements of A and C given by

Ai,j = <

(
∂〈ψ(~θ(t))|

∂θi

∂|ψ(~θ(t))〉
∂θj

)
, Ci = <

(
∂〈ψ(~θ(t))|

∂θi
H|ψ(~θ(t))〉

)
. (C5)

Therefore, we can effectively simulate imaginary time evolution by tracking the evolution of the parameters.

To variationally simulate imaginary time evolution, we have to be able to calculate A and C for any given parameters.
When |ψ(~x)〉 is directly prepared by a quantum circuit, we can obtain the matrix elements by a modified quantum
circuit by introducing an ancillary qubit [11, 28]. When we consider trial states represented by a hybrid tensor
network, we can calculate A and C by making use of a similar method for calculating the expectation values of hybrid
tensor networks. The main idea is to generalize the circuit to implement the contraction of two quantum tensors. We
leave the circuit implementation of the matrix elements and the application of the hybrid tensor network in simulating
real-time dynamics to future work.

In this work, we calculate the matrix elements by the finite difference method. For example, to calculate each Ai,j ,
we can approximate it as

Ai,j = <

(
(〈ψ(~θ + δθi)| − 〈ψ(~θ)|)

δθi

(|ψ(~θ + δθj)〉 − ∂|ψ(~θ))〉
δθj

)
,

=
1

δθiδθj
<
(
〈ψ(~θ + δθi)|ψ(~θ + δθj)〉 − 〈ψ(~θ)|ψ(~θ + δθj)〉 − 〈ψ(~θ + δθi)|ψ(~θ)〉+ 〈ψ(~θ)|ψ(~θ)〉

)
.

(C6)

Here the first and the last terms correspond to the normalization of the hybrid tensor, which is 1 for the hybrid TTN
considered in the simulation. The second two terms are overlap with two different hybrid tensor networks. Again,
calculating such overlaps requires quantum circuits similar to calculating expectation values. In our simulation, for
simplicity, we obtain the overlaps by directly contracting the quantum tensors by summing over the state vector array.
For each Ci element, it can be obtained via the difference of the energy gradient,

Ci =
〈ψ(~θ + δθi)|H|ψ(~θ + δθi)〉 − 〈ψ(~θ)|H|ψ(~θ)〉

δθi
. (C7)

Therefore, the C vector can be obtained from the finite difference of energy changes.

Appendix D: Applications

In this section, we discuss potential applications of the hybrid tensor network in practical problems in chemistry,
condensed matter physics, quantum field theory, and quantum gravity thought experiments.
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1. Chemistry

We first focus on the application in chemistry for solving the molecular vibronic spectra. The vibrational and
electronic structure of a molecule generally assumes the Born-Oppenheimer approximation by treating the electrons
and nuclei separately. Here we show how to go beyond the Born-Oppenheimer with the hybrid tensor network method.
Consider the molecular Hamiltonian in atomic units as

Hmol =−
∑
i

∇2
i

2
−
∑
I

∇2
I

2MI
−
∑
i,I

ZI
|ri −RI |

+
1

2

∑
i 6=j

1

|ri − rj |
+

1

2

∑
I 6=J

ZIZJ
|RI −RJ |

. (D1)

with MI , RI , and ZI being the mass, position, and charge of nuclei I, respectively, and ri being the position of
electron i. Given the location of the nucleus, the electronic Hamiltonian is

He(RI) = −
∑
i

∇2
i

2
+
∑
i,I

ZI
|ri −RI |

+
1

2

∑
i 6=j

1

|ri − rj |
, (D2)

and the total Hamiltonian can be represented as

Hmol = −
∑
I

∇2
I

2MI
+

1

2

∑
I 6=J

ZIZJ
|RI −RJ |

+He(RI). (D3)

Under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, we assume the electrons and nuclei are in a product state,

|ψ〉 = |ψ〉n |ψ〉e , (D4)

and the ground state energy under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is solved by

E0 = min
|ψ〉n

min
|ψ〉e
〈ψ|n 〈ψ|eHmol |ψ〉n |ψ〉e . (D5)

Because only the electronic Hamiltonian He(RI) depends on electronic state |ψ〉e, the minimisation over the electronic
state |ψ〉e is equivalent to finding the ground state of the electronic Hamiltonian He(RI). Suppose we solve the
electronic structure for any He(RI) by finding

V e0 (RI) = min
|ψ〉e
〈ψ|eHe(RI) |ψ〉e , (D6)

then the ground state of Hmol can be found by solving the ground state of H0,

H0 = −
∑
I

∇2
I

2MI
+

1

2

∑
I 6=J

ZIZJ
|RI −RJ |

+ V e0 (RI). (D7)

The Born-Oppenheimer approximation enables us to solve the molecular Hamiltonian by separately solving the elec-
tronic Hamiltonian and the nuclei Hamiltonian. We thus only need to operate a quantum system either for the
electronic Hamiltonian or the nuclei Hamiltonian.

The conventional approach to go beyond the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is to consider the electrons and
nuclei together as a whole system and directly solve the Hamiltonian Hmol. However, this requires to store the joint
entangled state of electrons and nuclei, making it harder to simulate with near-term quantum computers. Since the
nuclei is much heavier than the electrons, even though the Born-Oppenheimer approximation breaks, the entanglement
between electrons and nuclei may still be small. Therefore, we can use the hybrid tree tensor network to represent

the whole state. Suppose the ansatz for the electrons and nuclei are {|ψie(~θe)〉} and {|φin(~θn)〉}, respectively. Then a
hybrid tensor network representation of the joint state is

|ψ̃〉 =
∑
i

αi |ψie(~θe)〉 |φin(~θn)〉 , (D8)

and we use it to represent the ground state of the molecule by only controlling states of either the electrons or the
nuclei. We can also apply the hybrid tensor network for representing the electrons or the nuclei to further reduce the
size of the quantum system we need to control.
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2. Condensed matter physics

Many interesting quantum phenomena could be captured by the model of weakly- or medium-coupled subsystems,
as the models we considered in Fig. 5(a) in the main context. However, the interactions of local subsystems could
generate complex multipartite entanglement and lead to effective quasi-particle transportation between the quantum
systems, making it hard to simulate classically. In this section, we discuss the use of variational quantum simulation
and the hybrid tensor network approach to search for Majorana zero-modes and the topological phase transition in
correlated materials.

We first consider a spinless one-dimensional tight-binding spin chain representation of a p-wave superconductor
introduced by Kitaev [41],

H = −
N−1∑
i=1

(
tc†i ci+1 + ∆cici+1 + h.c.

)
− µ

N∑
i=1

ni, (D9)

where t is the nearest-neighbor hopping amplitude, µ is the chemical potential, and ∆ = |∆|eiθ is the induced
superconducting gap. This toy model of p-wave superconductor is in contrast to standard s-wave pairing since it
couples electrons with the same spin. When tuning the hopping amplitude and chemical potential to |∆| = t > 0,
µ = 0, unpaired Majorana fermions appear at the boundary of the chain, which results in a topologically non-trivial
phase. Kitaev’s quantum wire bridge proposal provides guidance for realizing the topological p-wave superconductors.
In practice, this can be difficult to be physically realized because asides from the necessary condition for the unpaired
Majorana, which requires an energy gap in the excitation spectrum, i.e., superconductivity in the bulk, the ground
state of the connected chain has to be degenerate, where Majorana fermions still exist at the ends of the spin chain,
and this is the parity condition.

When inducing the p-wave superconductivity, Zeeman coupling can also be proximity induced in the film by an
adjacent magnetic insulator. Aside from the proximity induced p-wave superconductivity in the film of the topological
insulator and s-wave superconductor, we can replace the magnetic insulator by other materials. Sau et al. [60] showed
that tuning the Zeeman coupling of spins in the spin-orbit-coupled systems could also induce a topological phase
transition, and for the Zeeman coupling above the critical value, there are localized Majorana zero-energy modes at
the two ends of a semiconducting quantum nanowire. This provides a proposal for searching for the Majorana zero-
energy modes in materials with strong spin-orbit coupling. The spinless toy model could not describe the conventional
materials in which electrons have spin 1/2, and more importantly, electrons in correlated materials inherently have
multiple degrees of freedom, which can be difficult to simulate. Nevertheless, we are able to use the variational
quantum algorithms and our hybrid approach to determine the energy spectra of the bulk materials. For instance,
we can store the degrees of freedom of electrons in the bulk materials with a quantum processor and also use the
classical (quantum) tensor to represent the coupling effect. We are able to solve the ground state and low lying excited
eigenstates of strongly correlated materials involving spinless fermions that hop along a certain translationally invariant
one-dimensional spin chain or a general spin model with spin-orbit interactions. By tuning the coupling and bulk
properties, such as spin-orbit coupling, chemical potential µ, external magnetic field, etc., we could drive the system
to topologically non-trivial phase [39, 40, 42, 43]. As the boundary condition of the superconductor heterostructures
is usually much simpler than the bulk, the tensor-network-type algorithms would be suitable to resolve this category
of problems. The quantum simulation of the topological phase might be able to provide an avenue for the systematic
search of topological superconductivity from heterostructures consisting of strongly correlated materials.

3. Quantum simulation of quantum field theories

Since we are interested in simulating systems with large degrees of freedom using the hybrid tensor network, a
perfect physical application might be the quantum simulation of quantum field theories. If we wish to simulate the
quantum field theory process, for instance, the scattering process in a collider physics setup, we could consider using
the hybrid tensor network to simulate it in the near-term quantum device. For instance, one could consider using
the setup of the Jordan-Lee-Preskill algorithm [44, 45], and try to use the hybrid tensor network to perform state
preparation and time evolution. In particular, we could imagine split the whole system into small subsystems. For
coupling constants and entanglement, both with an intermediate amount, our hybrid tensor network might be useful.

Now we make some more precise suggestions. Say that we are simulating a specific non-integrable, local, latticed-
version of quantum field theory in a near-term quantum device, for instance, the λφ4 theory in 1+1 dimension, with
the Lagrangian density

L(φ) =
1

2

[
∂µφ∂µφ−m2φ2

]
− λ

4!
φ4. (D10)
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Here φ is the scalar field where the whole local Hilbert space will be truncated, µ is the spacetime coordinate indices,
m is the mass and λ is the coupling.

We could compute the initial states and the time evolution process using variational quantum simulation. Say that
we are taking N sites in total. One could consider making a variational ansatz by dividing the whole system by
two. A superposition of several product states will cover a large amount of the whole Hilbert space with bounded
entanglement. One could deal with the system when the coupling is not weak, but also not super-strong using the
above ansatz. The superposition coefficients might be treated quantumly, where the hybrid tensor network might
play an important role. This is similar to the situation discussed in the numerical example we present in this paper.
For instance, the ansatz could be naturally assigned when we are considering the time evolution of a two-particle
scattering event

|ansatz〉 =
∑

superposition

|left〉 ⊗ |right〉, (D11)

where the left and right Hilbert spaces could be split naturally. Note that we should be careful about providing enough
entanglement towards the superposition since quantum field theory itself provides fruitful vacuum entanglement.

One could provide another possibility where the hybrid tensor network might play an important role. Say that we
wish to take a d-dimensional local Hilbert space in each site. One could consider the superposition of low energy
states as the variational ansatz, where the high energy sector could be less excited. This corresponds to the hybrid
tensor network of Fig. 8(f). This suggestion might be helpful for a system with strong coupling when the system is
approaching a critical point that is scale-free.

4. Quantum simulation of quantum gravity thought experiments

Aside from the quantum simulation of quantum field theories, we could also consider using a hybrid tensor network
to simulate quantum gravity thought experiments. There are, of course, many possible quantum simulation problems
that are not solved by conventional methods. We will take a specific example here, the traversable wormhole.

How to make a wormhole traversable, which is typically not allowed in general relativity due to the energy condition?
Recently people found a beautiful thought experiment as a solution to this problem with the help of quantum
information theory and holography (see [50], and also [51, 61, 62]). This thought experiment is set in light of the
dual descriptions between quantum entanglement and Einstein-Rosen bridge (ER=EPR) [63], where a thermofield
double state in two conformal field theories (CFTs) is dual to a two-sided wormhole in the dual gravity theory. With
a coupling between two boundary CFTs, one is allowed to send a gravitational shockwave [64] into the bulk with
negative energy, which introduces the time advance instead of Shapiro time delay when the ingoing boundary signal
is passing through the spacetime discontinuity of the shockwave, making the wormhole traversable.

This thought experiment could be interpreted as a modification of Hayden-Preskill protocol [46] for extracting quan-
tum information dropping inside a black hole from Hawking radiation, but without introducing unknown Planckian
physics to solve the no-cloning paradox where information is never duplicated in the bulk. It is also allowed for us to
explore more physics about black hole interior with some concrete boundary theories assuming ER=EPR.

To introduce this formalism more concretely, we start from a simple classical, non-relativistic analog of the
traversable wormhole, as illustrated by [51]. Imagine that there are two identical systems, L, and R, with no in-

teraction initially. In both systems there are N particles with position x̄
L(R)
i and momentum p̄

L(R)
i . At the time

t = 0, they are set to have the same positions but opposite momenta,

x̄Li (0) = x̄Ri (0) ,

p̄Li (0) = −p̄Ri (0) , (D12)

to simulate a thermofield double state for two boundary CFTs. Now, we are considering adding a small perturbation
δxRα (tR) at the original trajectory x̄Rα (tR) for tR < 0 and a specific particle α. According to the perturbation,
generically, the location of other particles will be affected, especially when the system is chaotic. Thus, we obtain a
perturbation for another particle β, at time t = 0 in this system, δxRβ (0). Then we choose a coupling between L and
R system at time t = 0, for simplicity, with the potential

V =
1

2
kin(xRβ − xLβ )

2
, (D13)

where x
L(R)
i denotes the quantities after the perturbation. After turning on this potential for a very small time interval

g, it leads to a perturbation over the momentum of β in L, δpLβ (0+), where 0+ denotes a time slightly larger than
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t = 0 which could be set as g. Now turn off the interaction and evolve the system L to a time scale tL. Because of the
perturbation of the momentum δpLβ (0+) we get the perturbation of momentum for α in L at time tL, δpLα(tL). This
formalism could be regarded as teleportation from the perturbation of location for a specific particle in the system R
at time tR, to the perturbation of momentum for the dual particle in the dual system L at time tL. If the dependence
between δxRα (tR) and δpLα(tL) is simple, and some features are universal for different initial conditions of the system,
we might say that the teleportation is successful.

One can generalize this logic to the quantum information scenario [51]. Consider the thermofield double state of
two identical quantum systems, L and R. Similarly, we set two times tL and tR, and we add a small interaction
V = OL(0)OR(0) between two systems. Namely, we add the following factor into the path integral when evaluating
correlation functions

exp(igV ) = exp(igOL(0)OR(0)) , (D14)

where g is a small number. Now consider an operator φR and its dual operator φL. Add a small unitary perturbation
on φR at time tR, exp(iεRφR(tR)), we measure φL at tL as〈

e−iεRφR(tR)e−igV φL(tL)eigV eiεRφR(tR)
〉

=
〈
e−igV φL(tL)eigV

〉
− iεR〈[φR(tR), φL(tL)]〉V +O(ε2R) , (D15)

where

〈[φR(tR), φL(tL)]〉V ≡
〈[
φR(tR), e−igV φL(tL)eigV

]〉
. (D16)

Thus, the non-vanishing value of 〈[φR(tR), φL(tL)]〉V shows that there are some messages that have been teleported
from R to L. In the quantum system dual to the wormhole geometry, this quantity could measure the traversability
of the wormhole, and the whole process has a clear geometric picture as introduced before. For explicit holographic
models, for instance, the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model [65], it is investigated in the very detail in [61].

It is known that an honest holographic model representing features of emergent gravity requires boundary systems to
have a large number of degrees of freedom [66]. Thus, to construct quantum gravitational dynamics in the bulk, strong
computational power is needed to simulate complicated boundary quantum dynamics, lightning possible opportunities
for quantum simulation. About quantum simulation of traversable wormholes, until now, people mostly use analog
quantum simulation in cold-atomic systems to study them (see, for instance, [67] or [68]). Works based on analog
simulations are very important for many quantum-mechanical problems at large scale, especially for those who could
obtain dynamical quantities with real physical meanings. However, the variational quantum simulation might also be
suitable and important, and it has the following certain advantages. Firstly, variational quantum simulation has more
degrees of freedom to operate in the near-term digital quantum computer instead of a cold-atomic device without
universal gates. Secondly, it is hard to implement a strongly-coupled model with Majonara fermions and all-to-all
interactions in a cold-atomic system, while a digital setup could easily overcome this problem with certain encoding
protocols.

The hybrid tensor network will be specifically useful for traversable wormhole simulations for near-term quantum
computing. For specific chaotic, holographic models, the algorithm will involve a state preparation of a thermofield
double at a certain temperature, where the entanglement between two sides is around an intermediate scale. Since
the coupling between the two systems is weak, we could use the hybrid tree tensor network, where the whole system is
divided into two subsystems. We could use time-dependent variational quantum simulation with a hybrid tree tensor
network using existing algorithms (for instance, see [11]) to compute correlation functions between two sides. We
leave those interesting possibilities and actual simulation in future research.
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